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Harmony
— Convenient,
face
plates save
time
dimming control.
preset
and
money.
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Looking for handsome, high-quality dimmers with

Thesmooth,
new P&Sextra-convenient
Wide Slide Dimmer
puts all the
operation?
Find just what
interchangeable faces you need in one convenient
you’re looking for in the P&S Harmony ™ line.
package — to satisfy the customer, save trips to the
distributor,
and
speed upfeature
your move
the next job.
Harmony
Dimmers
P&StoDecorator
style —
Bundled
together
in
the
three
most
popular
colors
—
a great match for any décor. You can easily preset
your
White, Light Almond, and Ivory (White-only option
favorite lighting level with the right-side slide control.
also available) — the dimmers snap easily into place
Then turn lights on and off with the ergonomically
and match just about any décor.

designed paddle switch. It’s that simple! There’s even an

LED major
that lights
when is
the
off — no fumbling to
Another
advantage
thedimmer
dimmerisitself,
which
is the
operational
in the
bothdark.
single-pole and threefind
control in
way applications, with no derating required on the
You’ll
find even more
convenience
in P&S
700W
in multi-gang
applications.
Combined
withHarmony
they won’t
lose their
there’s a
the Dimmers:
interchangeable
face plates,
this settings
reduces aiftotal
of six
catalog
numbers to a very convenient one.
power
failure.
Flexibility
adds even
morequick
performance.
can
Installation’s
always
and easy.You
And
with our
easily
preset
the
lighting
level
with
the
wide
slide
durable construction, you can count on many years of
dimmer, turn the lights off with the paddle switch,
dependable service. For convenience and value, you
and turn them back on again to the preset level.
can’t go wrong with P&S Harmony Dimmers.
A separate slide-to-off model is also available.
For dining rooms, kitchens, and family rooms, the
new P&S Wide Slide Dimmer gives you the widest
range of features to stay productive and profitable.

Attractive
P&S
Decorator
style

WS703PW

Replaces six packages with one, for
more convenience and productivity.
D703P-W

P&S Wide Slide Dimmers

Decorator Paddle Dimmers

P&S

Return lights to
previous level
after power failure.

Available in preset and
slide-to-off models.

Green LED glows when off
to make
dimmeroperation
easy to find
Convenient
in the
dark.
combining ON/OFF

No derating required in
multi-gang applications
(700 Watt).

Decorator-style
switch with separate
dimming slider.

Convenient operation —
combines On/Off Decorator
switch with separate slider
for dimming control.

Sleek, ergonomic P&S
Decorator style matches
Available
in three-packs
other
Decorator
devices.
(White, Light Almond and
Ivory), and single packs
(White only).

Decorator
style opening.

No derating
required
Constant memory
returns
lightsin
to
multi-gang
applications
previous level
after a power
failure.
(700W).

WS700W

WS703PW

P&S Wide Slide Preset Dimmers
Description

Load

Cat. No.

WS700*
Description

D703P*

Incandescent Single Pole/3-Way
WS1100*

D1103P*

Incandescent Single Pole/3-Way
Magnetic Low-Voltage,
Single-Pole
WSLV700*
1100W

700VA

DLV703P*

Magnetic Low Voltage
WS703P*

700W

Rating

Incandescent, Single-Pole, Slide-to-Off

700W

D703P-W

1100W

700W

700VA
Single Pole/3-Way
Incandescent,
Single-Pole/3-Way
WS1103P*
Magnetic Low Voltage
DLV1103P*
1100VA
* Color Designation
Single Pole/3-Way
Magnetic Low-Voltage, Single-Pole/3-Way
WSLV703*
I Ivory
120V Two-Wire Fluorescent
LA Light Almond
DFB8P*
8A
Slide
Fan,
Variable
Preset
WSSC53P*
Single Pole/3-Way
W White
DDH16P*

Cover
Kits
WSKIT*
De-Hummer Fan Speed
Control
Single Pole/3-Way

All devices are

.

1.6A

1100W
700VA
5AMP

BK Black
- Brown

N/A

*Available with three colors included (TC) or in white (W)
*Kits available in light almond (LA), ivory (I), black (BK) or brown

All devices are UL Listed and CSA Certified.

D703P, D1103P and DDH16P are available in VisionPak™.
Add [V] after the color code.
DFB8P for use with two-wire dimming ballasts.

For additional technical or application-specific
For additional technical or application-specific information, call
information, call 800-223-4185 or visit our website
800-223-4185 or visit our website at www.passandseymour.com.
at www.legrand.us/PassandSeymour. We’re eager
We’re eager to put our expertise to work for you.
to put our expertise to work for you.
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